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CAS Strategic Plan 

Long Term Future 
 The CAS will be recognized globally as the 

premier organization in advancing the 
practice and application of casualty 
actuarial science and educating 
professionals in measuring and managing 
hazard risk exposures 
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CAS Strategic Plan 
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CAS Strategic Plan 
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Is our roadmap pointing us in the right direction? 
What do you think? 



Strategy: Basic Education 

Future CAS members will be provided  
with a basic education system that reflects 
contemporary and relevant analytical 
techniques utilizing new technologies for 
delivery and validation 
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Strategy: Basic Education 

Increase breadth of statistics on syllabus; 
decrease amount of less relevant material 
Increase use of technology in delivery of 
educational material and in the validation  
of candidates' mastery of the syllabus 
Improve communications and relationships  
with candidates and academics 
Continuously refresh Syllabus to reflect the  
skill sets necessary for the future actuary  
to be successful 
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Basic Education:  
Statistics 

New Exam S (Statistics and Probabilistic Models)  
– Replaces Exam ST, Exam LC, and VEE Statistics 
– 4-hour multiple choice exam 
– Covers undergraduate-level statistics topics on the 

current Exam ST, Exam LC, and VEE Statistics syllabi, 
plus other topics (introductory generalized linear 
modeling) 

– Will be offered in Fall 2015 
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Basic Education:  
Technology 

Admissions Technology Task Force aimed at 
finding solutions that allow candidates to take 
exams in more real-life situations: 
– Word for responding to essay questions 
– Excel for crunching through a reserving triangle 
– R to develop predictions on large databases 

May also change how we grade and may evolve 
to using more multiple choice questions on 
upper level exams 
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Strategy:  
Continuing Education 

Continuing professional development 
programs will support the needs of all 
members globally in established and 
emerging areas of expertise 
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Strategy:  
Continuing Education 

Increase the involvement of non US-based 
actuaries in continuing education opportunities 
Expand partnerships with experts in content 
delivery 
Increase the use of technology to deliver 
interactive programs 
Solidify partnerships with other organizations 
that work closely with CAS members in  
common business sectors. 
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CAS CE Policy 
Board approved revised version for 2015 
For majority of members, revised policy 
represents little change from current policy 
Revision discontinues the “Alternative 
Compliance Provisions” and in its place requires 
CAS members that provide Actuarial Services to 
use one of the four recognized national 
standards, most relevant to the member: 
– US, Canada, Australia, or UK 
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CE and You: Summary of the 
Academy Basic Requirements 

Most need to meet the Academy Qualification CE requirements: 
 30 hours per year overall; all hours must meet the “relevant” definition 
 At least 3 hours of the 30 hours in professionalism 
 At least 6 in “organized activity” 
 At least 15 hours directly in your practice area, including 6 hours of 

organized activity if you sign an NAIC opinion 
 Documented each year; documentation kept for 6 years; sufficient to 

verify above. (Use the form in the Standard.) 
 Document more than the requirement if you have it.  A reviewer may 

disagree with some. There is some ability to carry forward 
 CAS requests, reviews, and provides comments on the  

documentation of 1% of membership per year 
 Read the Academy of Actuaries US Qualification Standard.   

There is more! 

 



2015 CE Programs 

Ratemaking and Product Management 
Seminar 
CAS Spring Meeting 
Seminar on Reinsurance 
Casualty Loss Reserve Seminar (CLRS) 
Enterprise Risk Management 
Symposium 
CAS Annual Meeting 
UCAS – CE on-demand 
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Strategy:  
Influence and Outreach 

The CAS and its members will reinforce 
the value proposition that the CAS brings 
to its stakeholders 
– New brand 
– University engagement 
– Enhance value of CAS credential with 

employers and others 
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Relations with Employers 
Employers Advisory Council (EAC) 

Comprised of chief actuaries and practice leaders from  
representative group of current and prospective 
employers of casualty actuaries 
Resource to better understand employers’ expectations 
for their actuaries and to provide input on CAS 
performance in delivering on those expectations 

On-site Meetings with Large Employers 
In person meetings with chief actuaries, lead actuaries 
and their CAS members 
Open dialogue similar to EAC 
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University Liaison Program 

 
 

University Liaisons support universities by:  
Making campus visits and presentations to 
students and faculty 
Talking with students on an individual basis 
Advising faculty on curriculum  
Serving on an Advisory Board at the university 
Advising the universities on CAS opportunities, 
educational system, and materials available 
Encouraging attendance at CAS functions 
Currently has 423 CAS members supporting  
355 schools. 



Student Central 
Membership program for university students: 

No membership fee  
Access to resources including the CAS Curriculum 
Guide and Case Studies  
Free webinars created specifically for students 
Invitations to free networking events including 
student programs at CAS Meetings and Seminars 
Access to CAS lending library and reading 
resources for exams 

Currently has 1,145 student members from  
275 schools. 
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Academic Central 
Membership is free to academics teaching 
actuarial science or related courses  
Membership Benefits include:  
• Private online community for P/C insights  
• Access to resources including the CAS Curriculum 

Guide and Case Studies 
• Attendance at CAS meetings and seminars with 

registration fees waived (3 each year) 
• Receipt of CAS publications  
• Complimentary CAS webinars 
Currently has 211 academic members from  
149 schools. 



CAS Curriculum Guide  



Strategy: Research 

The CAS will be recognized globally for 
developing and publishing practical 
applications of cutting edge research in 
property/casualty topics 
– From theoretical to practical 
– Increase global engagement with other 

actuarial organizations and other professions 
– Expand research footprint 
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Actuarial Alliance for 
P&C (GI & Non-Life)  

Discussions with leaders of other actuarial 
organizations with P&C/GI/N-L groups. 
Increase collaboration and sharing of 
current thinking, new challenges, new 
technologies, and successful practices. 
Organize “best of” papers, articles, 
presentations, recorded sessions on 
actuarial methods and solutions for a 
global audience. 
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Automated Vehicles Task Force 

Task Force will clarify the risks related to 
this developing technology by: 
– highlighting the technological and regulatory 

developments to the actuarial community 
– performing analyses that further the 

understanding of the technology’s riskiness 
– identifying opportunities for the CAS and the 

insurance industry to influence and improve 
the risk identification and quantification 
process 
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Strategy: Professionalism 

The CAS will support activities that 
continue to enhance confidence among 
stakeholders and that promote the highest 
quality of work among CAS members. 
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Strategy: Professionalism 
Clarify CE requirements for CAS members 
Promote awareness of the CAS’s counseling 
and discipline process 
Support the ABCD in the publication of 
counseling and discipline cases 
Support Academy in developing a best practices 
guide for peer review of actuarial work products 
Encourage and support Academy in developing 
an ethics guide for casualty actuaries 
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Strategy:  
Member Community 

Members will value participation and 
membership in the CAS community 
– CAS online communities 
– CAS membership survey 
– CAS mentorship program 
– ERM Special Interest Section 
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CAS Innovation Council 

As change accelerates, innovation is no 
longer an option, it is a necessity 
Organizations that innovate have higher 
survival, are more profitable, and outpace 
competitors 
Success depends upon aligning innovation 
with our strategy and using best practices 
for innovation management 
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CAS Innovation Council 
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Current Activities: 
Actuarial Innovator Profile Series 
Innovation Leadership Summit 
Master Class on Innovation 
Innovation Deep Dive 
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Questions and Discussion 
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